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1 Introduction 

The idea of ontology-driven, more intelligent information systems is in 

the early stages of becoming a practical reality. Semantic specifications 

play a key role in enhancing the potential for data sharing and reuse 

across the World Wide Web. 

1.1 What Is Ontology? 

An ontology is a formal specification of shared concepts within a domain and the relationships between 

those concepts. 

The word ontology is somewhat foreign to most IT people. The word is based on the ancient Greek 

ontos and logos, and it basically means “the study of that which truly is.”  In the 18th century, ontology 

became the term used for the branch of philosophy that deals with the nature and structure of 

"reality."  From the modern perspective of business and computation, the ontologist models concepts 

and things along with their identified relations. The ontologist then develops an explicit and formal 

specification of these items.  

How does ontology fit into the IT world?  If you have ever done entity modeling or OO-based class 

diagramming, you have done ontology at a basic level. You were explicitly specifying the shared 

concepts and their relationships in the system you were developing. Among the reasons for this were:  

 To communicate a shared understanding of your project concepts and relationships.  

 To (possibly) generate structures that could support the underlying operational data, including 

indexes, data and metadata structures, and procedural specifications. 

 To (possibly) provide a set of concepts that could be shared and reused by others. 

However, to support both business and automated environments (such as the Semantic Web), you 

must move to the next level. At the basic level of ontology, you enable human-readable and model-

driven specifications. The next level of ontology adds a distributable, machine-understandable 

description of the data as a formal specification in a machine-interpretable form of the: 

 Terminology, concepts, and nomenclature 

 Properties explicitly defining concepts 

 Relations among concepts (hierarchical and networked) 

 Rules distinguishing between concepts, definitions, relations, constraints, restrictions, and regular 

expressions. 

1.2 Why Is Ontology Important? 

Immense amounts of information are accumulating in public and private data domains, and the role of 

ontology for finding, sharing, and reusing this information is vital. Ontologies are typically employed to 

make the assumptions behind a domain’s concepts and relationships explicit and clear, thereby 

enabling people and software to share a common understanding of the information’s nature and 

structure.  

This shared, ambiguity-free understanding is critical for the Semantic Web (described in the box that 

follows) and in the large Semantic Networks that are required for application areas such as energy 

trading (oil, gas, and electric), financial trading, global banking, and defense networks (for example, the 

Global Information Grid). 
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Semantic Networks and the Semantic Web 

The World Wide Web was built for human—not machine—consumption, and therefore everything 

on the Web is machine-readable but not necessarily machine-understandable. Humans can process 

only a tiny fraction of the information available on the Web. 

Semantic networks address this challenge with automated information access based on machine-

processable semantics that use metadata. Through the explicit representation of the semantics of 

data and process, intelligent components can discover, execute, and compose automatically to 

express a precise, machine-interpretable form ready for software to process, share, and reuse. 

Organizations build their own semantic networks today. 

The Semantic Web is a next-generation semantic network that will bring machine-understandable 

and interoperable services to the Web. These services will extend to intelligent search engines, 

information brokers, information filters, software agents, and complex event processing. The 

Semantic Web will address common formats for integrating and combining data from diverse 

sources.  

The Semantic Web will also support languages for specifying how data relates to real-world objects. 

Because interpretation by machine requires machine understanding of what the terms describing 

the data mean, one of the core languages is for specifying ontology. 

 

As stated by Structured Dynamic LLC: “Ontologies are the structural frameworks for organizing 

information on the semantic Web and within semantic enterprises. They provide unique benefits in 

discovery, flexible access, and information integration due to their inherent connectedness.”
1
    

Ontologies can be layered on top of existing information assets. This means they are an enhancement—

not a replacement for prior IT investments. Furthermore, ontologies can be developed and matured 

incrementally, so that their adoption may be more cost-effective over time.  

A distinguishing characteristic of ontologies compared to conventional hierarchical structures is their 

degree of connectedness: their ability to model coherent, linked relationships. Using ontologies enables 

us to organize information in various forms, such as taxonomies or UML class diagrams—and beyond. 

No matter what the domain or scope, an ontology is a description of a world view. That view might be 

limited and miniscule, or it might be global and expansive. However, unlike those alternative 

hierarchical views of concepts such as taxonomies, ontologies often have linked or networked 

structures. Multiple things can be related to other things, all in a potentially multi-way series of 

relationships, such as the figure below.  

                                                                 
1
 Structured Dynamics LLC, “Ontologies,” Web page, http://structureddynamics.com/ontologies.html, Iowa City, IA, 2011. 

http://structureddynamics.com/ontologies.html
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Ontologies Provide Greater Connectedness than Conventional Hierarchical Structures2 

ONT101 

As Michael K. Bergman of Structured Dynamics states: "The relationship structure also is a powerful 

and more general and more nuanced way to organize information. Concepts can relate to other 

concepts through a richness of vocabulary.” Such relationships (as indicated in the Concept 

Relationships section above) might capture subtyping/supertyping, precedence, part-of relationships, 

preferences, or importance along virtually any metric. He goes on to say: “This richness of expression 

and relationships can also be built incrementally over time, allowing ontologies to grow and develop in 

sophistication and use as desired.” 

“The pinnacle application for ontologies, therefore, is as coherent reference structures whose purpose 

is to help map and integrate other structures and information. Given the huge heterogeneity of 

information both within and without organizations, the use of ontologies as integration frameworks 

will likely emerge as their most valuable use.” 

A more complete list of the uses and subsequent benefits provided by ontologies is as follows:  

 For communication purposes, ontologies can be used to: 

 Provide a controlled vocabulary, as well as a clearly defined classification and browsing 
structure for information. 

 Ensure interoperability between computer programs (and humans) at data and process level.  

 Disambiguate or uniquely identify the meaning of concepts in a given domain of interest.  

 To facilitate knowledge transfer by excluding unwanted interpretations through the usage of 
formal semantics or by mapping them to other ontologies that are acceptable to the user (for 
example, health information exchange among hospitals with different ontologies). 

 Ontologies are also a means to structure and organize knowledge in reusable artifacts to: 

 Formalize the kinds of things that can be talked about in a system or a domain. 

 Develop systematic and widely accepted domain descriptions.  

 Avoid the costs of new developments by facilitating location and reuse of existing ontology 
components—while potentially increasing the quality of the knowledge models.  

 Provide an integrating environment—a canonical interlingua—for information repositories or 
software tools.  

                                                                 
2
 http://www.mkbergman.com/900/an-executive-intro-to-ontologies/ 
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 Ensure the quality, accuracy, and timeliness of the underlying data. For example, this can give 
an organization reasonable assurance that the figures in reports accurately represent the 
correct values. 

 Capturing semantics can be facilitated by ontologies. The definition, context, assumptions, and 

business rules surrounding a business concept are its semantics. These semantics (particularly 

semantic-based search/retrieval): 

 Refine common (keyword-based) search algorithms using domain knowledge in the form of 
generalization (subclass/superclass) relations or logical relations and constraints.  

 Can control the accepted query vocabulary. 

 Can browse the results returned on the basis of domain-specific patterns.  

 The computational inferences enabled by ontologies are, in turn, useful to: 

 Automatically derive implicit facts to enhance traditional browsing and retrieval technology. 

 Provide an instrument to model domain knowledge independently of the underlying system 
implementation and to enable the automatic generation of code.  

 Spot logical inconsistencies that potentially indicate modeling errors.  

 

 

Example of a Musician Ontology in the OWL Ontology Language3 

ONT102 

 Ontologies are a means to drive software engineering to:  

 Influence model-driven architectures (MDA) for software verification and validation 
applications. 

 Separate the configuration parameters of a software application from a particular 
implementation.  

 Provide a basis for metamodel development (e.g., metamodel registries and metamodel 
catalogs). A valid metamodel is a model of an ontology, but not all ontologies are modeled 

                                                                 
3
 Dragon Gaševid, Dragon Djurid, and Vladan Devedžid, Model Driven Engineering and Ontology Development, 2

nd
 Edition, 

Springer, Berlin, 2010. 
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explicitly as metamodels. When modelers use a modeling tool to construct models, they are 
making a commitment to use the ontology implemented in the modeling tool. For example, the 
Ontology Definition Metamodel is an OMG standard that can convert ontologies to 
metamodels and vice versa. The figure above depicts a basic Musician ontology represented in 
OWL; the figure below, illustrates the Musician ontology metamodel as a UML class model. 

 

 

Example of a Musician Ontology Metamodel as a UML Class Diagram4 

ONT103 

 

 

                                                                 
4
 Dragon Gaševid, Dragon Djurid, and Vladan Devedžid, Model Driven Engineering and Ontology Development, 2

nd
 Edition, 

Springer, Berlin, 2010. 
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2 The Ontology Spectrum 

Given that ontology is the specification of shared concepts within a domain and the relationships 

between those concepts, you have a variety of specification approaches to choose from. While there is 

no official standard for ontology specification, there are established and emerging preferred practices. 

Ontologies may be characterized and compared in terms of the practices they follow.  

Also, formal specifications of concepts and relationships can evolve from and be complemented by less 

formal descriptions. The criteria that distinguish an ontology from other descriptions are not universally 

agreed upon, but CSC Catalyst uses the following tool (with the guidelines that follow) to make this 

determination. 

The ontology spectrum, shown below, represents a range of approaches and features for describing the 

semantics of concepts and relationships. The spectrum arose from a conversation during preparation 

for an ontology panel at AAAI ’99 and is in common use today. The panelists, chosen because of their 

years of experience in ontologies, had found that people differ in their opinions about the features and 

degree of formalism required for an ontology.  

The elements of the spectrum are ordered to suggest levels of ontological strictness (semantic 

formality), increasing from left to right. The significance of the jagged red symbol is discussed later 

under What Is an Ontology? – The Ontology Spectrum Semantic Inflection Point. 

 

The Ontology Spectrum 

ONT201 

The spectrum along with the detailed explanations that follow are useful to help you organize your 

understanding of ontology practices and select the approach for a specific project. 

 Ontology Spectrum Elements, Part 1 

 What Is an Ontology? – The Semantic Inflection Point Rule of Thumb 

 Ontology Spectrum Elements, Part 2 

 What Is an Ontology? – Ontology Spectrum Conclusion 

2.1 Ontology Spectrum Elements, Part 1 

 Catalog 

 Terms/Glossary 

 Thesaurus 
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 Informal Is-a 

 What Is an Ontology? – The Ontology Spectrum Semantic Inflection Point 

2.1.1 Catalog 

A catalog is an example of a controlled vocabulary (finite list of terms). A catalog can provide an 

unambiguous interpretation of preferred terms. For example, the term car could be defined as the 

preferred term to replace occurrences of auto and automobile.  

Ontologies, however, do not prefer one term over others for a given concept. In this way, indexing 

processes can be more flexible. Unambiguous interpretation is achieved by having all terms for the 

same concept use exactly the same internal canonical identifier (for example, “25”).  

2.1.2 Terms/Glossary 

Moving to the right in the ontology spectrum, another potential form of specification is a glossary, that 

is, a list of terms and definitions.  

One major building block of good codified semantics that use well-formed definitions is a good 

dictionary. The definitions are specified as natural-language statements that humans can read and 

understand. However, because interpretations of natural language can be ambiguous, these 

specifications are not adequate for machine-to-machine communication. 

2.1.3 Thesaurus 

A thesaurus provides some additional semantics about relationships between terms, such as synonym 

relationships. In many cases, these relationships may be interpreted unambiguously by automated 

systems.  

A thesaurus does not typically provide an explicit hierarchy (although with narrower and broader term 

specifications, a hierarchy could be deduced). 

2.1.4 Informal Is-a 

Early Web specifications of term hierarchies provided a general notion of generalization and 

specialization (supertyping and subtyping). For example, the following figure illustrates the hierarchy of 

biological classification.  

 

Two Kinds of Is-a Relationships: Instance and Generalization 

ONT202 
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On the right side, we can see that C. lupus (the Gray Wolf) is-a Canis, meaning that C. lupus is a subtype 

of the Genus called Canis, which in turn is a subtype of Canidae, which is a subtype of Mammalia, and 

so forth. In this generalization hierarchy, then, every instance of a C. lupus is also an instance of 

Mammalia (every Gray Wolf is a mammal). 

This figure depicts relationships that are not a strict subclass or hierarchy—even though you would 

probably use the expression “is a” when describing the relationship in English. For example, in English 

one can say that Canis is a genus and Carnivora is an order. However, Canis is an instance of Genus, not 

a subclass, and Carnivora is an instance of Order, not a subclass. For Carnivora to be a strict subtype, 

every instance of Carnivora would also have to be an instance of Order. But that is not true: for 

example, individual people are instances of Carnivora without being instances of Class. The term is-a, 

therefore, is not precise.  

(Such imprecision is common in spoken, or natural, languages. In this case, the is-a imprecision 

troubled the ancient Greeks as well as early mathematicians. The problem was not identified and 

formalized until the 19th century by the Italian mathematician Giuseppe Peano.)   

To resolve this ambiguity for clear machine-to-machine communication, two different terms are 

needed. For example, use is-a, subclass, or generalization for strict subclass hierarchies; and use 

instance to indicate when something is an instance of a class. (The UML class diagram that follows 

expresses these two kinds of relationships explicitly. The lines ending with a triangle represent strict 

subclass hierarchies; the dashed lines labeled “instance” represent formal instance relationships.) 

As mentioned above, early Web specifications used the informal is-a relationship. Any taxonomy that 

uses the informal is-a is an informal taxonomy.  

Informal taxonomies are not necessarily bad. When people are trying to navigate around the various 

concepts in a glossary or vocabulary, relaxing the strict nature of taxonomic hierarchies can be useful. 

Keep in mind, however, that an informal taxonomy is only for human use. Trying to deploy an informal 

taxonomy for machine-to-machine use is likely to result in ambiguous hierarchies leading to failure. 

2.2 What Is an Ontology? – The Semantic Inflection Point Rule of 

Thumb 

The jagged red symbol in the ontology spectrum is called the semantic inflection point. As a rule of 

thumb: 

 A specification that employs only features that are to the left of the inflection point would typically 

not be considered an ontology. 

 A specification that employs any of the features (relationship types and constructs) that are to the 

right of the inflection point would typically be considered an ontology. These features are 

semantically sound and can therefore support human-machine and machine-machine 

communication. Note that an ontology can also include features that are to the left of the inflection 

point.   

For additional discussion see What Is an Ontology? – Ontology Spectrum Conclusion. 

2.3 Ontology Spectrum Elements, Part 2 

 Formal Is-a 

 Formal Instance 

 Classes (with Properties) 

 Value Restrictions 
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 Disjointedness, Inverse, Part-of, … 

 General Logical Constraints 

2.3.1 Formal Is-a 

Beyond informal is-a hierarchies are the formal is-a hierarchies. These include strict subclass 

relationships. Another name for a strict subclass hierarchy is taxonomy, or strict taxonomy.  

Strict subclass relationships are transitive:  If B is a subclass of A and C is a subclass of B, then C is 

necessarily also a subclass of A. In the figure below, Canidae is a Subclass of Carnivora, and Canis is a 

subclass of Canidae; thus Canis is also a subclass of Carnivora.  

      

Two Kinds of Formal Relationships: Instance and Generalization 

ONT203 

2.3.2 Formal Instance 

For formal instance relationships, if B is a subclass of A and x is an instance of B, then x is necessarily 

also an instance of A. However, x would not be placed below B (that is, specified as a subclass of B) in a 

formal is-a hierarchy. In the preceding figure, as Canis lupus is a subclass of Canis and Peter the Gray 

Wolf is an instance of Canis lupus, Peter is therefore also an instance of Canis, of Canidae, of Carnivora, 

and so on.  

However, Peter would not be placed in the taxonomy under Canis lupus in the is-a hierarchy, because 

an instance relationship cannot be part of a taxonomy. As mentioned earlier, taxonomies are based 

only on the formal is-a (generalization/specialization) hierarchies. 

The formal instance relationship pertains to anything that is declared to be an instance of a concept. 

The UML example above shows two kinds of instance relationships: 

 Classes can be instances of other classes. For example, Canis lupus (Gray Wolf) and Canis aureus 

(Golden Jackal) are two of the many instances of Species; and Canis (comprising wolves, dogs, 

coyotes, and jackals) and Vulpes (comprising some of the foxes) are two of the many instances of 

Genus.  

Note: Classes that have other classes as instances are known as metaclasses. While metaclasses are 

supported by UML and other ontological languages, languages such as Java and C++ do not support 

them directly.  
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 Individual things that are not classes (so that they do not have instances) can be instances of one or 

more classes. For example, the “atomic-level” (non-metaclass) individual Peter the Gray Wolf is an 

instance of Canis lupus. 

Note that the formal instance relationship is not transitive. Thus, being an instance of Canis lupus 

does not make Peter an instance of Species.  On the other hand, the generalization relationship is 

transitive, so that being an instance of Canis lupus makes Peter an instance of Canis, of Canidae, of 

Carnivora, and so on, as mentioned above. 

2.3.3 Classes (with Attributes) 

Classes include attribute information. For example, the apparel class could include properties called 

price and isMadeFrom. A specific dress might have a price of $50 and be made of cotton.  

Attributes (also called properties) become interesting when they are specified at a general class level 

and then are inherited by subclasses and instances. In a consumer hierarchy, a general category such as 

consumer product might have a price property associated with it. Possibly apparel would be the high-

level category that has isMadeFrom associated with it. All subclasses of these categories would inherit 

these attributes.  

2.3.4 Value Restrictions 

A more expressive point in the ontology spectrum includes value restrictions. Restrictions may be 

placed on what can fill a property. For example, price might be restricted to be a number (or a number 

in a certain range) and isMadeFrom might be restricted to be a kind of material.  

There is the potential for a problem if a classification scheme does not support strict is-a or subclass 

relationships. For example, if fragrance were a subclass of apparel, it would inherit the property 

isMadeFrom and the value restriction of material that was stated. 

2.3.5 Disjointedness, Inverse, Part-of… 

As ontologies need to express more information, their expressive requirements grow. For example, you 

might want to fill in the value of one property based on a mathematical equation that uses values from 

other properties.  

Many ontologies allow some statement of class disjointness. If A and B are specified as disjoint classes, 

it is impossible to be an instance of both A and B at the same time.  

2.3.6 General Logical Constraints 

Some languages allow ontologists to make arbitrary logical statements. Very expressive ontology 

languages, such as the one in the Ontolingua environment or CycL, allow ontologists to specify first-

order logic (FOL) constraints between terms. OWL 2 supports certain kinds of constrained FOL 

relationships, including constrained punning. A Semantic Web Rule Language (called SWRL) combines 

both OWL and RuleML and, therefore, can be used as an ontology in this category. 

2.4 What Is an Ontology? – Ontology Spectrum Conclusion 

In What Is an Ontology? – The Ontology Spectrum Semantic Inflection Point the semantic inflection 

point in the ontology spectrum was used as the basis of a rule of thumb for the defining characteristics 

of an ontology. This conclusion refines upon that rule of thumb with a more nuanced view. 
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Most contemporary ontologists require the following features in order to consider something an 

ontology: 

 Finite controlled (extensible) vocabulary 

 Unambiguous interpretation of classes and term relationships 

 Strict hierarchical subclass relationships between classes 

The following properties are considered typical of an ontology but are not mandatory: 

 Property specification on a per-class basis 

 Individual inclusion in the ontology 

 Value restriction specification on a per-class basis 

The following properties may be desirable in an ontology but are neither typical nor mandatory: 

 Specification of disjoint classes, inverse relationships, part-whole relationships 

 Specification of arbitrary logical relationships between terms 
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3 Diagramming  

In software engineering there are many ways to diagram concepts and relationships, developed for 

many purposes. This section discusses the diagram types that are most commonly used in ontologies.  

3.1 Entity Diagrams 

“In software engineering, an entity-relationship model (ERM) is an abstract and conceptual 

representation of data. Entity-relationship modeling is a database modeling method, used to produce a 

type of conceptual schema or semantic data model of a system, often a relational database.”
5
  

ERMs use concepts and relationships to organize and represent data. The majority of these concepts 

and their relationships can be used in developing ontologies.  

Additionally, ERMs that include attributes within their entities are employing class properties that are 

used in strict ontology languages. Most ERMs employ formal is-a (generalization) relationships, but do 

not use other strict ontology relationships, such as the formal instance, disjointness, inverse, part-of, 

and so on.  

ERMs can be employed to specify limited integrity rules, catalogs, glossaries, strict or non-strict 

taxonomies, and even thesauri.  

In summary, while ERMs do not specify many of the features required by a strict ontology, they can be 

used as a starting point that can lead to a better ontology. The entities and relationships are excellent 

sources of concepts for ontologies. 

3.2 Data Models 

“A data model in software engineering is an abstract model that documents and organizes the business 

data for communication between team members and is used as a plan for developing applications, 

specifically, how data is stored and accessed. A data model explicitly determines the structure of data 

or structured data. Typical applications of data models include database models, design of information 

systems, and exchange of data. However, it has the conceptual, logical, and physical perspectives that 

are also present in ERMs.”
6
  

A data model typically consists of entity types, attributes, relationships, integrity rules, and the 

definitions of those objects. Except in terms of representation, the data model is close to the semantics 

and purpose of the ERM. As such, the comparison of the model to ontology is virtually the same as 

described for the ERM.  

In other words, while data models do not specify many of the features required by a strict ontology, 

they can be used as a starting point that can lead to a better ontology. 

3.3 Fact Models 

A fact model structures business knowledge about business concepts and business operations. It is 

sometimes called a business concept model.  

                                                                 
5
 Wikipedia 

6
 Wikipedia 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Conceptual_schema
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Semantic_data_model
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According to business rules management consultant Ron Ross
7
: “The fact model focuses on the core 

business concepts (called terms), and the logical connections between them (called facts). The facts are 

typically verbs which describe how one term relates to another. For example, the two terms Person 

and Car may have a fact connecting them called Owns (a Person owns a Car). The same two terms may 

also have a different fact connecting them called Drives (a Person drives a Car). The facts, which 

connect the terms, should do so in a way which reflects the real world since the primary purpose of a 

fact model is to create a standard vocabulary by which all stakeholders can communicate 

unambiguously…. The fact model is really about creating diagrams of simple sentences — nothing more 

and nothing less — sentences that link core business concepts to one another in basic ways.” 

Fact models include concepts (terms) and relationships (facts) without distinguishing whether the 

concepts/terms are entities or attributes. Diagrammatically this is shown by depicting terms as ellipses 

and relationships as lines connecting them. Fact models are commonly used as the basis for defining 

business rules (see Catalyst Business Rules Management). 

In summary, fact models use concepts and relationships to organize and represent data. The majority 

of these concepts and their relationships can be used in developing ontologies. Additionally, fact 

models that include attributes are employing class properties (discussed earlier) that are used in strict 

ontology languages. However, fact models do not employ other strict ontology relationships, such as 

the formal is-a (generalization) relationship, formal instance, disjointness, inverse, part-of, and so on.  

Fact models can be used to specify limited integrity rules, catalogs, glossaries, strict or non-strict 

taxonomies, and even thesauri. Therefore, while a fact model cannot specify many of the features 

required by a strict ontology, it can be used as a starting point that can lead to a better ontology. The 

“terms” (concepts) and “facts” (relationships) are basic sources for building rich ontologies. 

3.4 Semantic Data Model 

A semantic data model in software engineering is a technique to define the meaning of data within the 

context of its interrelationships with other data. A semantic data model is an abstraction that defines 

how the stored symbols relate to the real world. A semantic data model is commonly called a 

conceptual data model, and in addition to ERM concepts it can include metamodeling concepts, a strict 

instance relationship, and a richer rules notation.  

Different semantic models provide different representations and features. The most well-known and 

well-accepted semantic modeling technique is IDEF1X (mentioned in the Information Model 

description, below). 

3.5 Information Model 

The information model is a semantic model that represents the structure of information within an 

environment or system. It is similar to the ERM in the representation style and semantics.  

While it supports metamodels (for example, IDEF1X), it has two important limitations:  

 IM metamodels specify syntax, not semantics.  

 A metamodel must be supplemented with constraints in a natural or formal language.  

However, IDEF1X does provide for a richer set of rules that are annotated on the diagrams, 

In addition to ERM features, information models support some metamodeling concepts, formal 

instance relationships, and richer rule specification.  

                                                                 
7
 Ron Ross, http://www.brcommunity.com/b008b.php 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Conceptual_data_model
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In summary, while information models do not specify all of the features required by a strict ontology, 

they can be used as a good starting point that can lead to a better ontology—one that can be 

considered “closer” than ERM. Furthermore, IDEF1X’s “Three Schema” approach promotes the 

conceptual model as the key to achieving data integration. 

3.6 Class Diagrams 

“A class diagram in the Unified Modeling Language (UML) is a type of static structure diagram that 

describes the structure of a system by showing the system's classes, their attributes, operations (or) 

methods and the relationships between the classes.”
8
 It is used both for general conceptual modeling 

of the systematics of the application, and for detailed modeling translating the models into 

programming code. 

Class diagrams are closer to the features supported by the semantic schema than they are to ERM. Not 

only do they support metamodeling concepts, a strict instance relationship, and a richer rules notation, 

but UML offers more relationship types (such as aggregation and power types), as well as an Object 

Constraint Language (OCL) for a broad treatment of constraint rules.  

UML could be considered an ontology language, although not as rich a one as OWL or CL. The OMG’s 

Ontology Definition Metamodel (ODM) has added some extensions to the class diagram so that full 

ontology languages such as OWL and CL can be generated from them. In addition, ODM can convert 

OWL and CL syntax into extended class diagrams. 

                                                                 
8
 Wikipedia 
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4 Specifying Concepts 

You specify ontology in terms of concepts and domains. Key points are: 

 A concept defines shared characteristics of a set of instances.  

 A (short) name is assigned to each concept for ease of reference. A name can be a text string or a 

graphical symbol or a combination, depending on the features, constraints, and rules of the 

notation being used. 

 A domain is a context (name space) for concepts. A concept may belong to any number of domains. 

– A concept may have multiple names in the same domain. 

– A concept may have different names (as synonyms) in different domains.  

– The same name (as a homonym) may be assigned to different concepts in different domains. 

The remainder of this section discusses: 

 Identifying Concepts 

 Documenting Concepts 

 Domains 

4.1 Identifying Concepts 

The formation of concepts helps us to order our lives. Psychologists have suggested that when a baby 

starts out in life, its world is a buzzing confusion. At a very young age, it develops the notion of being 

fed. Soon after, it learns to differentiate the sounds of its mother and father.  

Humans seem to possess an innate capacity to perceive regularities and to recognize the many objects 

our world offers. Eventually, we develop concepts such as blue and sky and then learn to combine 

concepts to form new ones such as blue sky. As we get older, we develop elaborate conceptual 

constructs that lead to increased meaning, precision, and subtlety. For example, the sky is blue only on 

cloudless days, or the sky is not really blue; it only looks blue from our planet Earth because of 

atmospheric effects. Further, the term blue sky is sometimes used metaphorically.  

Another example is depicted by the figure below. This diagram was constructed from a list of concepts 

given by a researcher
9
 to a first-grade class. From it, we can get an indication of what the student Harry 

has learned and how he makes sense of his world. Harry can do this because humans: 

 Have the ability to form concepts. 

 Can label their concepts with symbols. 

 Can manipulate these symbols to define and communicate meaning. 

                                                                 
9
 Joseph D.Novak, and D. Bob Gowin, Learning How to Learn, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1984 
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 We Use Concepts from a Very Early Age10 

ONT401 

From the diagram above, we can easily see that each concept is a particular idea or understanding that 

Harry has of his world. (This model and the simple diagramming approach used are very similar to the 

fact model discussed earlier.) 

A concept is an idea or notion that we apply to the things in our awareness.
11

 

In other words, we know we possess a concept when we can apply it successfully to the things around 

us. For example, to say that we have the concept of car requires only the ability to identify an instance 

of a car. Identifying an instance of car means that we have determined that the concept of car applies 

to a particular thing in our awareness. 

A thing is an individual instance of one or more concepts.
12

 

4.1.1 Concepts as Recognition Devices 

The concepts we form and use can be highly varied because we choose them. Concepts may be: 

 

                                                                 
10

 Joseph D.Novak, and D. Bob Gowin, Learning How to Learn, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1984. 
11

 The term concept is often differentiated from conception.  A conception is privately held, but a concept is shared by two 
or more people.  In OWL, a concept is called a class, instead.  Each kind of ontology has its own terms. 
12

 For readability, thing may also be referred to as instance, individual thing, or simply individual.  In OWL, it is called 
individual, where thing is the set of all individuals.  Different ontologies use different terms.  The term object can also be 
used as long as it is not based on the OO version of the same term. 
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Note: The table shows only nouns, but concepts are not limited to nouns. 

While we can easily possess concepts that apply to tangible things, we can also possess concepts of 

things that cannot be touched, tasted, smelled, heard, or seen. You can see Betty and her ’57 Chevy, 

but you cannot physically sense her marriage or the company that made her car, even though you can 

see the marriage certificate and touch GM’s corporate headquarters’ building. Abstract notions such as 

marriages and companies can exist only as long as we possess the concepts to perceive them mentally. 

As illustrated in the following figure, the concepts we acquire supply us with an assortment of mental 

lenses with which we make sense of the objects in our world. 

 

Concepts Shape Perception of Reality 

ONT402 

For example, having the concept Person allows us to reason about all or some of several billion objects 

on this earth. Having the concept Marriage allows us to reason about certain kinds of partnerships 

between people.  

Additionally, each new concept permits us to perceive things in a different way—and to become aware 

of entirely new things. For example, the concept Atomic Particle adds new things to our awareness and 

enables us to think about matter in a certain way. Without this concept, the physicist’s cloud chamber 

would simply hold uninterpreted patterns. Similarly, a salesperson must have the concept Sale in order 

to be able to recognize and process one. 

4.1.2 Concepts as Tests for Reality  

We can apply concepts to things in our reality and discard concepts that no longer apply. When we use 

a concept, we employ tests that determine whether or not it applies to the things around us.  

Each concept, therefore, must be associated with tests that determine when it applies. If requested, 

most people will specify these tests verbally. Programmers state them as program code, while logicians 

employ general propositions. The following figure illustrates several points about concept testing. 
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Shared Concepts Apply to Things Around Us 

ONT403 

By applying the tests associated with each concept, we determine which concepts apply to which 

things. For example, Napoleon (lower left) passes the conceptual tests of Famous Man and Politician. 

The concepts of Writer and Perfect Man, however, do not apply. Our reality is based on such tests. 

Those objects that pass a certain test are realized as an instance of a concept. In this way, things can be 

perceived in many ways—depending on our conceptual tests. 

Note that we can also form concepts for which nothing exists. In the figure above, the thinkers share 

the concept of Perfect Man, but no individuals that they have perceived have yet passed that concept’s 

test.  

We can use concepts to stipulate that certain kinds of things should not exist or to anticipate future 

objects. For example, in the business world, an organization initially forms many concepts such as 

Product, Customer, Labor Union, Hostile Competitor, and even Industrial Spy. During the business 

process, things for these concepts may or may not be realized. However, having these concepts is vital 

to business survival.  

4.2 Documenting Concepts 

One goal of ontology is to enable us to document our concepts in such a way that systems can 

communicate machine-to-machine. Diagrams such as those by the first-grader Harry, above cannot 

have executable systems automatically generated from them, primarily because they contain symbols 

that are inadequately defined.  

The first step in this formalization—defining the term concept—was done early in this section. The next 

step establishes that concepts and their application to things follow a set of defined tests.  

For example, forming the concept Musical Instrument requires a clear definition of what a musical 

instrument is. Once this definition is in place, we can identify things that are instances of the concept.  
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Set Membership Determined by Concept’s Complete Definition 

ONT404 

Because we think in this way, we use concepts as units of knowledge—in which each has a definition 

and an extension.  

 The definition (sometimes called the intension in logic) is the complete definition of the concept 

and the test that determines whether or not the concept applies to a given thing.  

 The extension is the set of all individual things to which the concept applies.  

Definition and extension are two sides of the same coin—the notion of concept includes both, as   the 

figure above illustrates. The shared definition of the Musical Instrument concept is in the “filter” square 

in the center. The circle at the bottom represents the set of things qualifying as musical instruments.  

While things are individual, independent instances, a set is a particular collection of things. 

Membership in a set is determined solely by its concept’s complete definition or intension.  

For example, suppose that the definition of the concept Musical Instrument in the preceding figure is 

the complete definition of a musical instrument. This definition acts as a filter that screens all individual 

things—permitting only those instances into the set that pass the membership test. In the figure, notice 

that the violin passed the test as a musical instrument, but the chess piece did not.  

For human use, such as in a corporate glossary, a natural-language definition as seen in the example 

might be good enough. However, as mentioned earlier, machine-to-machine definitions need to be 

presented in a formal (mathematically-based) and machine-understandable form. Ontologies should 

include formal machine-understandable definitions whenever possible.  

However, many concepts are very basic and have no formal definition, such as Person. How can you 

formally define the concept of Person so that instances of persons are recognized 100% of the time?  In 

these cases, humans will have to make the decisions for the ontology—manually. 

4.2.1 Set Membership 

A set can include many individual things, and a thing can be a member of many sets.  
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 The following figure illustrates set membership for three concepts—Man, Woman, and Employee. Each 

set is a collection of individuals who comply with the membership requirement of its underlying 

concept.  

 

Set Membership 

ONT405 

Of the eight individuals shown in the figure, the two labeled Jane and Paul are members of two sets 

simultaneously. Jane is a member of both the Woman set and the Employee set—and could easily be a 

member of other sets, such as Wife, Mother, Author, Chief Justice, Fun Person, and Good Friend. Since 

each individual exists only once, there can be only one instance of Jane. As in life, we can (and usually 

do) recognize an individual in several different ways at the same time.  

4.2.2 Symbolizing Definition and Extension 

Symbols are visible signs or representations of ideas—concise ways of referring to them. They are 

particularly helpful when we want to communicate about concepts without employing lengthy 

definitions. 

A symbol can be a combination of letters, an emblem, an icon, and so on. The symbol for the Musical 

Instrument concept in the following figure is a rectangle with the label “Musical Instrument”.  

 

Concept Triad for Musical Instrument 

ONT406 

This symbol follows the standard used by UML. However, other symbols may be defined for the same 

concept, such as a picture of a musical instrument or the character string “Instrumento Musical”.  
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Symbols are a practical option for identifying concepts, but they are not required: Concepts can exist 

without any symbolic expression.  

Taken in conjunction, the two-sided nature of the concept and its symbolic representation help the 

ontologist understand and communicate business concepts. The concept triad, depicted above, 

graphically illustrates a way of thinking about the three aspects of a concept:   

 At the top is the concept’s symbol.  

 The left side depicts the concept’s definition (or intension) 

 The right side depicts examples of the extension or set of objects to which the concept applies (if 

any such instances exist).  

In this way, whenever a concept is identified during analysis, it can be discussed in terms of a name, a 

definition, and the objects to which it applies. In the example figure: 

 The concept is symbolized by the phrase “Musical Instrument” within a rectangle.  

 Its intension is expressed as a complete narrative definition. 

 Its extension is the set of musical instrument instances, examples of which are shown.  

4.2.3 Concepts with No Name 

Under some circumstances, one or more aspects of a concept’s triad may be missing. For example, a 

person might define a concept without symbolizing it with a name.  

Concepts and their instances have no intrinsic need for names. However, humans communicate more 

efficiently by using symbols to convey concepts. Referring only to a concept’s definition dramatically 

slows communication. In the following figure, for example, reciting the definition as a way of referring 

to the concept would be lengthy and tedious.  

 

Concept with No Name or Symbol 

ONT407 

Once a symbol, such as the text string “Order”, is chosen to signify the concept, a form of 

communicative shorthand can be developed. 

4.2.4 Concepts with No Instances 

The following figure contains another example of a partial concept triad, this one involving a concept 

that has a definition and a symbol but no objects found for its set. In this example you have the concept 

Corporate Saboteur but hope to avoid an instance of one.  
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Concept with No Instances 

ONT408 

Concepts such as these can seem to be of questionable value. After all, why create a database or 

program for something that does not exist?  However, consider the following: 

 Having the concept of a corporate saboteur allows the organization to detect the unexpected. 

Without the concept, detection would not be possible. In other words, you may not wish to build a 

Corporate Saboteur database, but you will need the required program code to detect one and trigger 

appropriate actions.  

 Perfect Product could be another example of a concept with no instances. But without a concept of 

product perfection, how can a product be rated?   

 A new business might have the concepts of Order and Customer before it has any customers and 

orders. If these concepts were disregarded because they had no objects, the business would be 

short-lived.  

 Concepts such as Fusion-Powered Car do not apply to any instances we now know of—but might in 

the future. Similarly, while it is highly unlikely that the concept Perpetual Motion will ever have any 

instances, it should nonetheless be possessed by patent agencies. 

4.2.5 Concepts with No Definition 

Be wary of cases in which no concept definition is established but a set of objects has been identified. 

This could be an indication of a simple documentation oversight, but it can also be a warning signal of 

disappearing knowledge. 

For example, in the following figure the P-CD-X99 concept applies to a set that contains the strings 

“X17,” “Z42,”…, but it has no documented definition.  

 

Concept with No Definition 

ONT409 

The organization’s system designers swear that the field exists because it has data recorded, but they 

have no clue as to its meaning. Perhaps a concept definition existed at one time but disappeared with 
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the original system team. This problem is not uncommon in organizations that build systems without 

documentation. 

The analyst should insist on knowing the definition of each and every concept in a system. A concept 

without a definition is not a concept. It is literally meaningless—and therefore so are its objects. 

4.2.6 Concepts with Synonyms  

A concept can have multiple symbols. For example, in a certain organization Customer and Client might 

both be used as names for the same concept, or even (in an international company) Customer, Client, 

Cliente, Kunde, and Chaland. 

The following figure depicts a concept triad involving multiple names. This is sometimes referred to as a 

synonym triad or alias triad.  

 

Concept Triad with Synonyms 

ONT410 

The presence of synonyms bothers many data administrators, because they want a neat and orderly 

environment where everything has one standard name. Standardization is useful, but enforcing the use 

of one and only one standard name for each concept is often impractical. 

4.2.7 Concepts with Homonyms 

A concept can have multiple definitions. For example, most companies have two different definitions of 

Finalized Sale. For the salesperson, sales are sealed with handshakes and meaningful nods. For the 

accounting department, sales exist only after a sales contract has been approved and signed. 

The following figure depicts a concept triad involving multiple definitions. This is sometimes referred to 

as a homonym triad. 

  

Concept Triad with Homonyms 

ONT411 
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In the example, the instance sets for the two definitions are not identical. This is a realistic possibility 

due to the way that humans understand and process reality, and the fact that the instance sets are 

different is a problem that the ontologist must resolve. 

Suppose that the term Order can mean either an order that is placed for purchase by a customer or a 

request to pull the items required to fill the purchase order from inventory. The following approaches 

can be used to resolve the homonyms: 

 Where possible and acceptable, consolidate the concepts into one concept. In this approach, the 

participants align on a single definition of Order. This can be accomplished through negotiation and 

synthesis of a new definition that encompasses both concepts, or by agreeing to discard one 

definition in favor of the other. 

 To recognize different concepts in the same domain, differentiate by specifying subtypes. In this 

approach, Customer Order and Pull Order are subtypes of the Order concept with different 

attributes and processes. 

 To recognize different concepts in different domains, differentiate by specifying the domain name. 

In this approach, the ontology maintains the two different terms by qualifying the term Order with 

the domain name, such as Customer Order Dept:Order and Order Fulfillment Dept:Order. 

4.3 Domains 

Without a perspective or context, people may misunderstand the content of a communication. To an 

analyst, this means that conceptual accuracy could be jeopardized. For example, in the figure below, 

“Mary had a little lamb” would be understood differently in different contexts:  it could express either 

Mary’s animal ownership or Mary’s dinner order.  

 

Different Interpretations within Different Domains 
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As another example, by defining different frames of reference, a salesperson’s concept of Finalized Sale 

can differ from Accounts Receivable’s understanding of Finalized Sale. 

Understanding concepts is usually accomplished by identifying and defining the context, or domain. 

Knowing the domain of your current activity provides a common understanding that formally delimits 

and focuses your efforts. 

A domain is a selected area of interest that contains a collection of individual things that are instances 

of the domain specification. It is a “sphere…of activity or influence”
13

 that enables you to define 

perspective or context. It can be as concrete as a parts inventory, as abstract as an order, or as complex 

                                                                 
13

 Webster 
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as a bond-rating system. Although systems typically have both structural and behavioral components, a 

domain can, theoretically, be an area where no processing takes place.  

Because it defines scope, a domain formally delimits and focuses specification efforts so that the 

analyst’s time is spent effectively and the end product is not cluttered with needless facts. For example, 

the Employment domain specification would probably not involve concepts such as Product Formula and 

Maintenance Contract. 

All ontology languages provide a way to specify the domain of each and every concept. (For example, 

OWL—being an XML-based language—uses the term namespace.) 

A domain specification is the collection of concepts that apply to a domain. 
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5 Relating Concepts 

The previous section, Documenting Concepts, describes an activity that results in a good set of terms 

and a glossary. This section describes going further to specify the relationships among concepts, an 

activity that will enrich the approach to understanding and communicating about domains.  

Earlier in this document, The Ontology Spectrum discusses formal relationships, such as the formal is-a 

(generalization and sub/superclasses) and instance relationships—two of the most used and important 

relationships. They enable you to create strict and informal taxonomies, as well as to define concepts 

and “atomic-level” things as instances of other classes. These are core notions of every ontology. 

This section discusses additional kinds of relationships, such as disjoint, equivalent, complement, union, 

and same-as. Currently, most entity and class modelers do not use such relationships, because they are 

more advanced than many data and OO modelers require. However, in modeling the world of human 

enterprise, such relationships will become common and important. 

5.1 User-Defined Relationships 

Before discussing the extended set of ontology relationship, it is useful to review another common 

relationship that is employed by entity and class diagrams: the user-defined relationship, also called 

association.  

The figure below illustrates an association diagram that is common to both entity and class modelers. It 

includes three concepts: Date, Person, and Organization.  

 

User-Defined Relationships (Associations) 

ONT501 

The diagram specifies that a person can play the role of employee for any number of organizations 

playing the role of employer. Inversely, an organization can employ any number of employees. It also 

states that a person must have exactly one birth date, while that same date may be the birthday of any 

number of people. 

Extensions to these relationships—primarily greater flexibility in constraining them—are required for 

an ontology, as discussed in the following topics: 

 Beyond Zero, One, and Many Cardinalities 

 Constraints on Mapping to Ordered Lists 

 Constraints on Mapping to Duplicate Objects (Bags) 

 Constraints on Mappings Where Duplicates Are Not Allowed (Sets) 

 Other Common Relationship Constraints 

5.1.1 Beyond Zero, One, and Many Cardinalities 

Cardinality constraints do not have to be specified solely in terms of minimum and maximum values. 

Some examples of other ways of specifying cardinality constraints are illustrated in the following figure.  
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Constraints with Specific Cardinalities 
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Diagram (a) specifies that a tennis game has either two or four persons as players (it is a singles game 

or a doubles game). Diagram (b) specifies that a 3-legged race has an even number of persons as 

participants. 

Another constraint might specify that only a prime number of relatable objects is allowed or even that 

the number of permitted objects can be derived as necessary. Such precise information needs to be 

formally documented, because it defines and determines the organization.  

Mappings between objects and collections of objects can be constrained in ways other than by 

cardinality, as discussed in the following three topics. 

5.1.2 Constraints on Mapping to Ordered Lists 

Sometimes a mapping between an object and a collection of objects requires the objects in the 

collection to have a certain order. For example, the following diagram specifies that a polygon has 

three or more points connected in a specified order. 

 

Constraints on Mapping to Ordered Lists 
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Without such a constraint, the polygon’s perimeter could not be known; and with no defined sequence 

for connecting the dots, the intended image might never emerge. 

5.1.3 Constraints on Mapping to Duplicate Objects (Bags) 

Sometimes an object can map to the same object more than once. For example, the following diagram 

specifies that a patient complains of one or more problems. 

 

Constraints on Mapping to Bags 
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Because a patient can complain about the same problem more than once, the bag constraint indicates 

that the mapping results in a collection that may contain duplicate objects.  

Ontologists may wish to time-stamp these associations to record the basis for the apparent duplication. 

In any event, the bag constraint ensures that the knowledge of duplication is not lost.  

Note: The bag constraint is not generally used, because duplication is not usually allowed.  
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5.1.4 Constraints on Mappings Where Duplicates Are Not Allowed (Sets) 

In a bag the same object may appear any number of times; in a set each object may appear only once.  

For example, the following diagram specifies that an organization employs any number of persons. 

 

Constraints on Mapping to Sets 

ONT505 

A person cannot have more than one employee relationship at a time with a given organization, so the 

set constraint indicates that the mapping results in a collection that contains no duplicate objects.  

The diagram does not prevent each person from being employed by multiple organizations at the same 

time.  

Note: The set constraint is so common that it is the accepted default. 

5.1.5 Other Common Relationship Constraints 

Relationships have some of the same relational constraints that are common in mathematics. For 

example, they can be reflexive, irreflexive, symmetric, asymmetric, transitive, and nontransitive. The 

following figure contains example diagrams for these constraints, which are described below. 

  

Common Constraints on Relationships between People 

ONT506 

With a reflexive constraint, an object is free to relate to other objects as long the object relates to itself 

as well. For example, same age is reflexive, because persons are always as old as themselves.  

The irreflexive constraint does not permit reflexive associations. For example, the mother role is 

irreflexive because a person cannot be their own mother. 

With a symmetric constraint, the meaning of the mapping is the same as its inverse. For example, 

spouse has the same meaning in reverse.  

The asymmetric constraint does not permit symmetry. Wife is asymmetric, because the inverse is not 

wife but husband.  
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A transitive relationship is like a collapsible chain of similar links. For example, if Bob is an ancestor of 

Bert and Bert is an ancestor of Bryan, then Bob must also be an ancestor of Bryan. The absence of this 

constraint means that transitivity cannot be assumed. For example, if Betty is a client of Beth and Beth 

is a client of Beatrice, then Betty is not necessarily a client of Beatrice.  

A nontransitive relationship goes one step further by restricting the relationship so that transitivity is 

not allowed to occur at all. 

For the constraints mentioned so far, the relationships have indicated only single constraints. Multiple 

constraints can also be represented. For example, in the left-hand diagram in the preceding figure, the 

association is specified as being both asymmetric and irreflexive.  

Representing every constraint on every relationship would be cumbersome. To reduce this burden, 

some default constraints can be assumed. For example, in the absence of a common relationship 

constraint, an irreflexive and asymmetric association can be assumed.  

Many of the association constraints mentioned above may seem like too much for the average modeler 

to deal with. However, when ontologies become machine-understandable, many of these constraints 

will enable automated methods to process formalized concepts more correctly and thoroughly.  

 Such extra features can even enable software to “reason” effectively about concepts and their 

relationships. For example, the transitive association enables automated tools to make inferences 

about concepts.  

The Ontology Spectrum topic contains a discussion of the generalization (is-a) hierarchy Canis, Canidae, 

Carnivora, Mammalia, Vertebrata, and so on. Because the subclass relationship is transitive, you can 

infer that because a Gray Wolf is a Canis lupus it is also a Canis, a Canidae, a carnivore, a mammal, and 

a vertebrate—without this being specified explicitly.  

The reflexive relationship enables the software to infer facts. For example, if you explicitly declare 

another person as your spouse, that person does not need to explicitly declare that you are their 

spouse; it is inferred due to the rules of reflexivity. In other words, software can “reason” over your 

ontology and make conclusions that you do not explicitly state and perhaps do not even know.  

These formalized ontology constructs make data mining, BI, and other processing possible. This is why 

the ontology spectrum is broad: it enables reasoning as well as correctness checking of your models 

(for completeness and consistency). 

5.2 Other Relationship Types and Constructs 

In addition to the relationships types and constructs mentioned above, many more are available. For 

example, the OWL 2 ontology language (from the W3C) contains many more. Below is a partial list of 

them: 

subClassOf - formal “is-a” or generalization of a class 

subPropertyOf – relations described for a property also hold for a superproperty. Additionally, 

subProperty can establish a hierarchy of properties. A common example of a multipart property is the 

notion of uncle: A is an uncle of B only if A is the brother of someone who is the parent of B. It is called 

multipart because the property of uncle consists of two parts: parent and brother. 

equivalentClass – instances of one class are also instances of the other (for example, the HalfFullGlass 

concept has the same instances as HalfEmptyGlass). 

equivalentProperty – relations that hold for each property of a concept also hold for the other. 

TransitiveProperty – chains of relationships collapse into a single relationship (already mentioned 

above). 
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SymmetricProperty – a property that is its own inverse (already mentioned above). 

Restriction – An OWL building block that describes classes by restricting the values allowed for certain 

properties. A kind of rule or constraint. For example, a rule could be: An Airport is anything from which 

a Flight departs. 

hasValues – A type of restriction that refers to a single value for a property. 

someValuesFrom – A type of restriction that refers to a set from which some values for a property 

must come. 

allValuesFrom – A type of restriction that refers to a set from which all values for a property must 

come. 

unionOf, intersectionOf, complementOf – Basic set operations applied to classes. Each of these is used 

to create a new class, based on the specified set operation applied to one or more defined classes. 

oneOf – Specifies that a class consists just of the listed instances. 

sameAs – All statements about one instance hold for the other. In other words, the sameAs instances 

can be treated as the same thing. 

differentFrom – Specifies that one individual is not sameAs another. For example, if you have two 

things called Fred that are not the same individual, you can differentiate them with this relationship. 

disjointWith – Specifies that two classes cannot share an instance.  

For a more complete list of OWL 2 structural specifications, see http://www.w3.org/TR/2009/REC-

owl2-syntax-20091027/ 

http://www.w3.org/TR/2009/REC-owl2-syntax-20091027/
http://www.w3.org/TR/2009/REC-owl2-syntax-20091027/
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6 Applying Ontology 

Recently, the development of ontologies has been moving from the realm of artificial intelligence 

laboratories to the desktops of domain experts. Ontologies have become common on the Web and 

range from large taxonomies categorizing websites (such as on Yahoo!) to products for sale (such as on 

Amazon.com).  

The W3C has developed the RDF (Resource Description Framework), a language for encoding 

knowledge on web pages to make it understandable to electronic agents searching for information. The 

W3C has gone on to develop the Web Ontology Language, informally called OWL 2, as an ontology 

language for the Semantic Web with formally defined meaning. OWL 2 ontologies provide classes, 

properties, relationships, instances, and data values and are stored as Semantic Web documents. OWL 

2 ontologies can be used along with information written in RDF, and OWL 2 ontologies themselves are 

typically exchanged as RDF documents.  

The primary two ontology languages employed by most organizations are OWL 2 and RDF Schema 

(RDFS): 

 OWL 2 is the more advanced of the pair. For example, OWL 2 can describe data/records, schema, 

and business-rule type metadata. It can also support advanced inference on the data and supports 

all of the concepts and associations mentioned above. An introduction to OWL 2 can be accessed at 

http://www.w3.org/TR/owl2-primer/. 

 For simpler needs, RDFS can be used instead or in conjunction with OWL2. The RDFS view layer is 

technically similar to the OWL view layer but has limited modeling expressiveness. Information 

workers typically choose RDFS when they are using similar taxonomies and associations and where 

their business modeling requirements do not exceed the semantic capabilities of RDFS. An 

introduction to RDF and RDFS can be accessed at http://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-primer/. 

Many disciplines now develop standardized ontologies that domain experts can use to share and 

annotate information in their fields. Medicine, for example, has produced large, standardized, 

structured vocabularies such as SNOMED and the semantic network of the Unified Medical Language 

System.  

Broad general-purpose ontologies are emerging as well. For example, the United Nations Development 

Program and Dun & Bradstreet combined their efforts to develop the UNSPSC ontology that provides 

terminology for products and services. Examples of other ontology languages can be found at 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ontology_(information_science).  

The remainder of this section discusses: 

 Ontology Tools 

 Two Example  Case Studies Using Ontology 

6.1 Ontology Tools 

Two primary tools support OWL2 and RDF: Protégé and the Visual Ontology Modeler (VOM).  

Note: many pre-OWL 2 tools (so-called OWL 1) are available and can be found at 

http://techwiki.openstructs.org/index.php/Ontology_Tools.  

http://www.w3.org/TR/owl2-primer/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ontology_(information_science)
http://techwiki.openstructs.org/index.php/Ontology_Tools
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Protégé is a free tool available from http://protege.stanford.edu/. The Protégé-OWL editor is an 

extension of Protégé that supports the Web Ontology Language (OWL). The Protégé-OWL editor 

enables users to:  

 Load and save OWL and RDF ontologies 

 Edit and visualize classes, properties, and SWRL rules 

 Define logical class characteristics as OWL expressions 

 Execute reasoners such as description logic classifiers 

 Edit OWL individuals for Semantic Web markup. 

 

    Example of a Protégé OWL Diagram 

ONT601 

The Visual Ontology Modeler (VOM) is based on OMG’s Ontology Definition Metamodel (ODM) 

standard and is available from Sandpiper Software (http://www.sandsoft.com/products.html) as a 

MagicDraw plug-in.  

VOM is a visual application for building component-based ontologies (see the figure that follows). VOM 

is a UML-based modeling tool that enables ontology development and management for use in 

collaborative applications and interoperability solutions. Key features of VOM include:  

 A multi-user, network-based environment for ontology development in a rich, graphical notation 

 Automated import/export facilities in XML schema, RDF, OWL, DAML, and MOF formats 

 A feature-rich set of ontology authoring wizards that create and maintain the required UML model 

elements for the user, saving time and substantially reducing construction errors and 

inconsistencies 

 The ability to use and leverage existing UML- and MOF-accessible business information.  
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    Example of a Visual Ontology Modeler (VOM) OWL Diagram 
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6.2 Two Case Studies Using Ontology 

Many different application areas and business lines require ontology development. The primary 

reasons for ontology development can be summarized as follows: 

 Sharing common understanding of the structure of information among people or software agents 

 Enabling reuse of domain knowledge 

 Making domain assumptions explicit 

 Separating domain knowledge from operational knowledge 

 Analyzing domain knowledge. 

The following subsections describe two scenarios of using ontologies in rich and extensive applications 

to address most of the reasons listed above:  

 The Health Information Exchange (HIE) Case Study describes how ontology and metadata can 

enable multiple hospitals, labs, and caretakers to exchange patient information, even though each 

may employ a different ontology. 

 In the Air Force Metadata Environment (MDE) Case Study, the metadata environment is the 

collection of ontology-based metadata registries, catalogs, and tools that enable effective 

operations, using metadata in the netcentric environment. The MDE treats all information assets in 

the same way, providing a consistent description of the asset through the same set of metadata 

and managing all metadata through a common set of services. The MDE is the primary mechanism 

by which the Air Force will implement its Information Management Strategy. 

6.2.1 Case Study 1 – Health Information Exchange (HIE) Case Study 

Most care settings operate independently and are known for their limited ability to share information 

with other care facilities—resulting in sub-optimal care, wasted resources, and an elevated risk of 
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medical errors. This is particularly true for persons with complex health care needs. Multiple chronic 

conditions frequently require concurrent treatment streams under the control of multiple independent 

care providers. The observed lack of timely and accurate communication among healthcare providers 

puts these patients at high risk.  

The Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ) acknowledged this situation when it stated 

that: “The burden of providing treatment and supportive services for individuals with complex 

healthcare needs continues to increase. In 2000, 60 million Americans had multiple chronic conditions, 

and it is projected that this will rise to over 81 million by 2020. Yet care for these patients is often 

fragmented across multiple settings and providers, with limited, or no communication or coordination 

and no sense of overarching responsibility.” Shared electronic health records (EHR) have long been 

considered the magic bullet to remedy the situation. 

 

THE CANONICAL ONTOLOGY/TERMINOLOGY 

For HIE, a key requirement of a successful design is semantic interoperability among members sharing 

data. In other words, there must be an assurance that the meaning of information transmitted from 

one node is correctly interpreted at the receiving node. Three approaches can be used to accomplish 

this: 

 Have everyone agree to a single terminology (ontology). Though optimal, this agreement is 

unrealistic, because a universal standard would be unacceptable in the real world. With over one 

million diverse entities, healthcare must address the hard reality that achieving such an agreement 

is impossible and implementing it is far too costly to make common data formats work.  

 Define mappings from every member to every other member. This is tangible, if you have only a 

few healthcare members. However, if each of the one million healthcare entities must negotiate 

this semantic inconsistency with all the others, the task becomes impossible. Current and future 

implementations are too diverse to make this approach feasible. Furthermore, the dynamism of the 

industry guarantees that all the entities will never conform to any agreed data formats and 

structures. (See “Bilateral Mapping” in the figure below.)   

 Define a virtual central canonical terminology standard to which each healthcare entity would 

define its mapping. Using canonical mapping and a hub-and-spoke approach, a virtual data 

standard (reference ontology or dictionary) is established. Each participating entity or standards 

body then creates and maintains its own local map—one that documents how the existing fields 

map to the reference dictionary. Combining a sending service map with a receiving service map will 

result in a complete transformation that assures semantic interoperability. (The canonical mapping 

approach is illustrated in the figure below.) 
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 HIE Canonical Approach to Multiple Ontologies 
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MDMI (MODEL DRIVEN MESSAGE INTEROPERABILITY)  

The most rational and feasible approach is clearly option 3. This was the implementation approach 

chosen at Southeast Michigan HIE (SEMHIE), using OMG’s MDMI to specify and store each mapping, 

This approach avoids the difficult task of creating numerous bilateral maps that: 1) require entities to 

know both their own and the target’s formats, and 2) lack the means of assuring semantic consistency. 

The MDMI standard provides a solution where each entity or standards body just has to know its own 

formats and the contents of the reference dictionary—making the task of maintaining semantic 

interoperability flexible, feasible, and economical. MDMI also specifies a machine-readable map 

format. A runtime module that can read these maps and perform quality transformation will be made 

available to all HIE members. 

Direct benefits of MDMI over Common Data Standards include: 

 None of the thousands HIE entities needs to change its existing data structures. 

 No bilateral conversion routines need to be built or maintained. 

 Evolutionary changes required by the industry are easily accommodated. As the healthcare SOA 

extends into administrative, claims, and payments services, the virtual data standard can be 

extended to cover those different domains. 

 No knowledge of another entity’s formats is required by anyone. 

 Cost will be a mere fraction of the projected expense of implementing a Common Data standard. 

 Time to implement is measured in hours, not months (or years). 

 New message-based services are more easily accommodated, as information can be exchanged 

easily with legacy services. 

 Geographical boundaries are no longer a hindrance (allowing for a true NHIN). 

 Local workflows need not change in order to conform. 

 Innovation is encouraged and provided, rather than restricted. 

 It is practical, supportable, affordable, and achievable. 

The OMG MDMI standard, while providing semantic interoperability, abstracts each message and 

infrastructure layer of the SOA. (See http://www.omg.org/spec/MDMI for more information.)  While 

the original standard was intended for the financial industry, its general approach can be employed by 

other industries, such as health care, transportation, government agencies, and manufacturing. 

http://www.omg.org/spec/MDMI
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For more complex transformations, another OMG standard can also be employed: the QVT 

(Query/View/Transformation). Model transformation is a key technique used in model-driven 

architecture. As the name QVT indicates, the OMG standard covers transformations, views, and queries 

together. (See http://www.omg.org/spec/QVT/1.1 for more information.) 

HIE ARCHITECTURE PRINCIPLES 

To promote a flexible and adaptive approach for HIE architectures, the following design considerations 

are recommended:  

 The service implementation will be technology-neutral. The implementation details should be 

hidden from, and are irrelevant to, the service consumer. 

 The architecture will support location independence of services. Service consumers should not be 

affected by movement or redeployment (or even the eventual re-platforming) of services. 

 Services must be loosely coupled, meaning that service providers and service consumers can know 

as little as possible about one another. Standards-based service contracts and SOA design practices 

provide the basis for this principle. 

 HIE will seek to minimize dependency on proprietary features of vendor products and, as much as 

possible, use a standards-based feature, thus reducing the likelihood of vendor lock-in. 

 The architecture will support declarative policy management for security and quality of service. 

 The architecture will support declarative business rules management. 

 The architecture will support declarative business processes. 
 

Effective use of medical information exchange should also provide the concept and infrastructure for a 

dynamic distributed clinical decision support system with the following key characteristics: 

 Fully decentralized, agent-based system, no “common infrastructure” required beyond continuous 

Internet connectivity. 

 No sharing of raw electronic health records. In particular, full protection of “private” records. 

 Dynamic interaction with other participating practices on a case-by-case basis. 

 Quick-alert capability on discovery of critical conflict situations. 

Here, each node is a health provider with its local patient records. When interaction is required with 

other providers, and the HIE agent-based software will transform the requested patient data to the 

canonical terminology/ontology and address the payload to the provider(s) who are to receive it. Once 

obtained, the receiving provider’s agents will transform the canonical message into a form that the 

provider can utilize. In between is a netcentric distribution and routing federation of software.  

 

6.2.2 Case Study 2 – Air Force Metadata Environment (MDE) Scenario 

The DoD netcentric data strategy states, “Metadata can be employed in a variety of ways to enhance 

the value and usability of information assets.”  The metadata model design is based on the 

recommended and adapted ontologies of the various DoD agencies. In this case, the scenario involves 

the Air Force.  

The strategy identifies types of metadata and mechanisms that are used to store and process the 

metadata types. Many of the mechanisms will have DoD enterprise implementations via DoD 

Enterprise Services. In addition, there will be Air Force and COI-based (Center of Interest) 

implementations of those mechanisms that must work in cooperation with DoD enterprise services.  

Different types of metadata and mechanisms are needed in order to achieve the Air Force and DoD 

data goals and visions. The various mechanisms for the different types of metadata need to be 

architected as a whole to avoid ambiguity and ensure integration. 

http://www.omg.org/spec/QVT/1.1
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SOA-BASED METADATA ENVIRONMENT  

               

SOA-Based Metadata Environment (MDE) 
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The Air Force Metadata Environment (MDE) is the collection of metadata registries, catalogs, and tools 

that enable effective operations, using metadata in the netcentric environment. It includes the needed 

activities, functions, and services.  

The MDE is not a document management system, nor is it intended to focus on any single type of 

information asset. Rather, the MDE treats all information assets the same—both by providing a 

consistent description of the asset through the same set of metadata and by managing all that 

metadata through a common set of services. Thus, the MDE is the primary mechanism by which the Air 

Force will implement its Information Management (IM) Strategy successfully. 

To achieve the successful implementation of the Air Force IM Strategy, the MDE has four major 

components. As depicted in the figure above, those four components are the Metadata Registry, the 

Metadata Catalog, the Service Registry, and the Data Assets. 

The Metadata Registry holds the actual metadata definitions for the various types of metadata, which 

was defined based on an adaption of the standard “Dublin Core” ontology (see 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dublin_Core). The metadata is defined by the Air Force Enterprise 

Architecture Data Reference Model. The Metadata Registry maintains the different types of metadata 

in a persistent store that is accessible during runtime operations. The MDE uses the metadata from the 

MDR to tag actual instances of information assets with actual metadata values to support discovery, life 

cycle management, storage management, and categorization of the individual information assets. The 

MDE creates an entry in the Metadata Catalog for each instance of an information asset and creates 

the values for the metadata tags for that instance. Discovery services then peruse the Metadata 

Catalog to find specific information assets. 

The Metadata Catalog entries link each information asset to a service that delivers that asset. 

Therefore, when users conduct a query and locate the information asset that best satisfies their query, 

the Metadata Catalog will provide the ID of the service to deliver that asset, and Discovery Service will 

invoke the information asset retrieval service. The service that retrieves the information could be a 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dublin_Core
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service that executes a standard report or canned query from a structured database; a URL that links to 

a specific Website; or a storage location that delivers a specific document or file. 

The MDE also contains services that assist in the generation, registration, utilization, maintenance, and 

change management of metadata in the MDE. These services will be employed by other services, such 

as Discovery, Life Cycle Management, and Storage, to access the MDE contents for use during runtime 

operations. The MDE Services will be implemented, managed, and accessed using the same Service 

Registry capabilities of the SOA Framework as those used by application or information asset retrieval 

services. 
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7 The Future of Ontology 

 Architecture 

 Envisioned Usage Categories for Ontology 

 Methodologies  for Ontology 

 Conclusion 

7.1 Architecture 

The future view espoused by the W3C is that the Semantic Web will continue to augment the current 

Web by adding machine-understandable content to web resources. This content consists of metadata 

whose semantics are specified via ontologies. Ontologies play a key role in the Semantic Web as they 

provide consensual and formal conceptualizations of domains, enabling knowledge sharing and reuse. 

The left-hand side of the figure below illustrates the language layers of the Semantic Web. The bottom 

two layers are presently in place. The RDF and ontology (OWL) layers are also in place but are evolving 

as their use and needs become better understood. For example, OWL (or OWL 1) has recently been 

improved and upgraded to OWL 2. The Logic, Truth, and Trust levels are still being specified and are not 

released. This diagram, then, illustrates how the present syntactic web is moving into the future of a 

rich Semantic Web. A description of each layer follows. 

 The basic foundation includes Unicode, the URI, namespaces (NS) syntax, and XML. XML’s role is 

limited to providing a defined syntax for data exchange. XML Schema defines simple data types like 

string, date or integer. (See page 10 of http://www.w3.org/2000/Talks/1206-xml2k-tbl/slide1-

0.html.) 

  

Static and Dynamic Aspects of the Semantic Web Layer Cake (W3C) 
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 The Resource Description Framework (RDF) may be used to make simple assertions about web 

resources or any other entity that can be named. A simple assertion is a statement that an entity 

has a property with a particular value—for example, that this document has a title property with 

http://www.w3.org/2000/Talks/1206-xml2k-tbl/slide1-0.html
http://www.w3.org/2000/Talks/1206-xml2k-tbl/slide1-0.html
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value “Ontology”. RDF Schema extends RDF by class and property hierarchies that enable the 

creation of simple ontologies. 

 The Ontology vocabulary layer features OWL 2 (Web Ontology Language), which is a family of richer 

ontology languages that augment RDF Schema. OWL 2 DL is a richer subset of OWL 2 Full for which 

reasoning is known to be decidable, so that complete reasoners may be constructed. OWL Full is 

the full ontology language that supports the treatment of concepts as things that, in turn, can be 

instances of other concepts in any number of layers. 

 The Logic layer will provide an interoperable language for describing the sets of deductions one can 

make from a collection of data – how, given an ontology-based information base, one can derive 

new information from existing data. 

 The Proof language will provide a way of describing the steps taken to reach a conclusion from the 

facts. These proofs can then be passed around and verified, providing short cuts to new facts in the 

system without having each node conduct the deductions themselves. (A better description of this 

layer would be “Rule layer,” as the Ontology layer already features a logic calculus with reasoning 

capabilities. However, we want to conform to the official term here.) 

 The Semantic Web vision is that once all these layers are in place, we will have a system in which 

we can place Trust that the data we are seeing, the deductions we are making, and the claims we 

are receiving have some value. The goal is to make a user’s life easier by the aggregation and 

creation of new, trusted information over the Web. The standardization process has currently 

reached the Ontology layer. The Logic, Proof and Trust layers are not yet specified. 

The right-hand side of the figure depicts the Semantic Web’s dynamic aspects that apply to data across 

all layers. The dynamic aspects are frequently neglected by the Semantic Web community, but they are 

essential for putting the Semantic Web into practice: 

 Obviously there have to be means for access and modification of Semantic Web data.  

 According to the well-known ACID (atomicity, consistency, independence, durability) of Database 

Management System (DBMS), transactions and roll-backs of Semantic Web data operations should 

also be possible.  

 Evolution and versioning of ontologies are important because ontologies usually are subject to 

change.  

 As in all distributed environments, data operations must be monitored for security reasons.  

 Reasoning engines are applied for the deduction of additional facts as well as for semantic 

validation. 

7.2 Envisioned Usage Categories for Ontology 

Hans-Jorg Happel envisions the kinds of knowledge that ontology will primarily comprise. He 

distinguishes between the problem domain that the software system tries to tackle itself and the 

infrastructure aspects that make the software or its development more convenient. Putting these two 

dimensions together, he has proposed the matrix in the following figure.  
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Roles of Ontologies in the Context of Software Engineering14 
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The four basic areas include:  
 

 Ontology-driven development (ODD)—using ontologies at development time to describe the 

problem domain itself. This includes MDA (model-driven architecture).  

 Ontology-enabled development (OED)—using ontologies at development time to support 

developers with their tasks; for example, component search or problem-solving support.  

 Ontology-based architectures (OBA)—using an ontology as a primary artifact at run-time. Here, 

the ontology makes up a central part of the application logic. Business rule approaches are an 

example of this type of application.  

 Ontology-enabled architectures (OEA)—leveraging ontologies to provide infrastructure support at 

runtime. An example is Semantic Web services, where ontologies add a semantic layer on top of 

the existing web service descriptions, adding functionality for the automatic discovery, matching, 

and composition of service-based workflows.  

Ontologies are increasingly being applied in complex applications, such as knowledge management, 

eCommerce, eLearning, or information integration. In such systems, ontologies serve a variety of 

needs, including the storage or exchange of data corresponding to an ontology, ontology-based 

reasoning, and ontology-based navigation. Someone building a complex ontology-based system would 

probably not rely on a single software module to deliver all these different services. The developer of 

such a system is more likely to combine different—preferably existing—software modules. So far, such 

integration of ontology-based modules has had to be done ad-hoc as a one-off endeavor, with little 

possibility of reuse and future extensibility of individual modules or the overall system. 

At first glance, the four clusters seem to be quite distinct, but some application areas can overlap. In 

particular, the classification scheme does not make any statement about clustering within or between 

the categorization groups. In order to enable large-scale reusability of ontologies, any single ontology 

might be used in several of the described dimensions. 

                                                                 
14

 Applications of Ontologies in Software Engineering by Hans-Jorg Happel and Stefan Seedorf, Fzi Forschungszentrum 
Informatik,  Universität Mannheim, In 2nd International Workshop on Semantic Web Enabled Software Engineering 
(SWESE 2006), held at the 5th International Semantic Web Conference (ISWC 2006), 2006. 
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7.3 Methodologies for Ontology 

Because ontology is a fairly new discipline for IT and business, seasoned methodologies do not exist. 

Two primary efforts that are cited in the ontology community have been published by Stanford 

University
15

 and by Structured Dynamics.
16

  The figure below illustrates the method recommended by 

Structured Dynamics. 

 

Structured Dynamics Methodology for Ontology17 
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Because ontologies evolve and grow over time, the complete ontology specification itself should be 

managed by some form of version control system. Also, tooling is one of the current weaknesses for 

the semantic enterprise. Not all aspects of this integrated vision are yet available. The problem is 

compounded by the four Usage Categories for Ontology, mentioned above. Can one methodology 

handle all four quadrants or should a specialized approach exist for each?  If an application employs 

multiple quadrants, how should that be handled? The future of successful ontology development and 

management will most certainly need a useful method or set of methods. 

7.4 Conclusion 

The idea of ontology-driven information systems is in the early stages of becoming a practical reality. 

Before too long, it will become mainstream. Such systems have roots that go back to the beginning of 

software engineering. Two key ideas that contributed to where we are today are raising the level of 

abstraction and using formal representations and methods. Critically important technologies include 

domain modeling, knowledge representation and reasoning, automatic programming, executable 

specifications, model-driven software development and semantic web technologies. 

                                                                 
15

 Natalya F. Noy & Deborah L. McGuiness, Ontology 101: A Guide to Creating your First Ontology, Knowledge Systems 
Laboratory, Stanford University, CA, 2001.  http://ksl.stanford.edu/people/dlm/papers/ontology-tutorial-noy-
mcguinness.pdf 
16

 Structured Dynamics LLC, “Ontologies,” Web page, http://structureddynamics.com/ontologies.html, Iowa City, IA, 2011. 
17

 Structured Dynamics LLC, “Ontologies,” Web page, http://structureddynamics.com/ontologies.html, Iowa City, IA, 2011. 

http://ksl.stanford.edu/people/dlm/papers/ontology-tutorial-noy-mcguinness.pdf
http://ksl.stanford.edu/people/dlm/papers/ontology-tutorial-noy-mcguinness.pdf
http://structureddynamics.com/ontologies.html
http://structureddynamics.com/ontologies.html
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In 2008 Michael Uschold of Semantic Arts peered into his crystal ball and imagined that the future 

might look like this:
18

  
 

 Every element of an application (including models, ontologies, data, interfaces, algorithms, and any 

other functionality) is represented in a uniform way as one or more intelligent context-aware 

agents.  

 Applications are manifest as giant networks of semantic agents that represent the models. 

 The semantic agents are fully version-controlled and stored in a transactional database. 

 There is no code-generation step; the models are already executing as they are being built. 

 Virtually no lines of code are hand-written for normal application development. 

 Virtually all functionality is specified in a visual/graphical environment by creating and linking 

various kinds of semantic agents with pre-coded functionality.  

 No computer science background is required to develop applications.  

This is truly a world where application development opens up to the masses. The distinction between 

user and developer will blur, as will the distinction between conventional computing and semantic 

computing. All information systems will be ontology-driven.  

                                                                 
18

 Michael Uschold, “Ontology-Driven Information Systems: Past, Present and Future,” In Proceedings of FOIS 2008. pp.3–
8, 2008. 
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